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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness,
but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made manifest by the light:
for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he saith, Awake thou that
sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give thee light. See then that ye walk
circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, Redeeming the time, because the days are
evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a sense of
guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard against
surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not ignorant
of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then will I
hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
“We are Preparing for Massive Civil War,” Says DHS Informant
In a interview on TruNews Radio, Wednesday, private investigator Doug Hagmann said highlevel, reliable sources told him the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) is
preparing for “massive civil war” in America. “Folks, we’re getting ready for one massive
economic collapse,” Hagmann told TruNews host Rick Wiles. “We have problems . . . The

federal government is preparing for civil uprising,” he added, “so every time you hear about
troop movements, every time you hear about movements of military equipment, the militarization
of the police, the buying of the ammunition, all of this is . . . they (DHS) are preparing for a
massive uprising.”
Hagmann goes on to say that his sources tell him the concerns of the DHS stem from a collapse
of the U.S. dollar and the hyperinflation a collapse in the value of the world’s primary reserve
currency implies to a nation of 311 million Americans, who, for the significant portion of the
population, is armed.
Uprisings in Greece is, indeed, a problem, but an uprising of armed Americans becomes a
matter of serious national security, a point addressed in a recent report by the Pentagon and
highlighted as a vulnerability and threat to the U.S. during war-game exercises at the
Department of Defense last year, according to one of the DoD’s war-game participants, Jim
Rickards, author of Currency Wars: The Making of the Next Global Crisis.
Through his sources, Hagmann confirmed Rickards’ ongoing thesis of a fear of a U.S. dollar
collapse at the hands of the Chinese (U.S. treasury bond holders of approximately $1 trillion)
and, possibly, the Russians (threatening to launch a gold-backed ruble as an attractive
alternative to the U.S. dollar) in retaliation for aggressive U.S. foreign policy initiatives against
China’s and Russia’s strategic allies Iran and Syria.
“The one source that we have I’ve known since 1979,” Hagmann continued. “He started out as
a patrol officer and currently he is now working for a federal agency under the umbrella of the
Department of Homeland Security; he’s in a position to know what policies are being initiated,
what policies are being planned at this point, and he’s telling us right now—look, what you’re
seeing is just the tip of the iceberg. We are preparing, we, meaning the government, we
are preparing for a massive civil war in this country.”
“There’s no hyperbole here,” he added, echoing Trends Research Institute’s Founder Gerald
Celente’s forecast of last year. Celente expects a collapse of the U.S. dollar and riots in
America some time this year.
Since Celente’s ‘Civil War’ prediction of last year, executive orders NDAA and National Defense
Resources Preparedness were signed into law by President Obama, which are both politically
damaging actions taken by a sitting president.
And most recently, requests made by the DHS for the procurement of 450 million rounds of
hollow-point ammunition only fuels speculation of an upcoming tragic event expected on
American soil.
These major events, as shocking to the American people as they are, have taken place during
an election year.
Escalating preparatory activities by the executive branch and DHS throughout the last decade—
from the Patriot Act, to countless executive orders drafted to suspend (or strip) American civil
liberties “are just the beginning” of the nightmare to come, Hagmann said.
He added, “It’s going to get so much worse toward the election, and I’m not even sure
we’re going to have an election in this country. It’s going to be that bad, and this, as
well, is coming from my sources. But one source in particular said, ‘look, you don’t
understand how bad it is.’ This stuff is real; these people, the Department of Homeland
Security (DHS), they are ready to fight the American people.”
TruNews ‘ Wiles asked Hagmann: who does the DHS expect to fight, in particular? Another
North versus South, the Yankees against the Confederates? Hagmann stated the situation is
far worse than a struggle between any two factions within the U.S.; it’s an anticipated
nationwide emergency event centered on the nation’s currency.
“What they [DHS] are expecting, and again, this is according to my sources, what they’re
expecting is the un-sustainability of the American dollar,” Hagmann said. “And we know
for a fact that we can no longer service our debt. There’s going to be a period of
hyperinflation . . . the dollar will be worthless . . . The economic collapse will be so
severe, people won’t be ready for this.”

Source: Full TruNews interview, May 2, 2012.
Read more: http://www.beaconequity.com/we-are-preparing-for-massive-civil-war-saysdhs-informant-2012-05-03/#ixzz1tx6naUL1
Leaked Documents Confirm Prison Camps Inside U.S.
Infowars.com | Leaked U.S. Army documents prepared for the Department of Defense
contain shocking plans for “political activists” to be pacified by “PSYOP officers” into
developing an “appreciation of U.S. policies” while detained in prison camps inside the
United States.
Yes, The Re-Education Camp Manual Does Apply Domestically to U.S. Citizens
Paul Joseph Watson
RELATED: Leaked U.S. Army Document Outlines Plan For Re-Education Camps In
America
A shocking U.S. Army manual that describes how political activists in prison camps will be
indoctrinated by specially assigned psychological operations officers contains numerous clear
references to the fact that the policies do apply domestically to U.S. citizens.
Despite the fact that the manual is well over 300 pages long and would take hours to read
properly, within minutes of posting our story yesterday a minority of commenters were claiming
that the policies outlined in the document only pertained to foreign combat operations and did
not apply domestically to U.S. citizens.
This is similar to the denial witnessed prior to the passage of the NDAA when some argued that
the indefinite detention provisions did not apply to American citizens despite numerous legal
analysts asserting they did and President Barack Obama himself acknowledging they did when
he signed the bill.
Click here to read the full document entitled FM 3-39.40 Internment and Resettlement
Operations.

The most alarming portion of the document appears on page 56 and makes it clear that
detention camps will have PSYOP teams whose responsibility will be to use
“indoctrination programs to reduce or remove antagonistic attitudes,” as well as

targeting “political activists” with such indoctrination programs to provide
“understanding and appreciation of U.S. policies and actions.”
Let’s make one thing clear – the manual primarily deals with enemy combatants captured and
detained in foreign prison camps run by the U.S. Military. However, another thing that is just as
clear from reading the manual in full is the fact that it also applies to citizens detained within the
United States, whether they be DCs (displaced citizens) or “civilian internees,” in other words
citizens who are detained for, “security reasons, for protection, or because he or she committed
an offense against the detaining power.”
Firstly, throughout the manual there are scores of references to how the U.S. Army would work
together with the DHS, ICE and FEMA (page 24) to implement the policies “within U.S.
territory” as part of “civil support operations” in the aftermath of “man-made disasters,
accidents, terrorist attacks and incidents in the U.S. and its territories.” (page 38).

“The handling of DCs (displaced citizens) is also a mission that may be performed in support of
disaster relief or other emergencies within the United States or U.S. territories during civil
support operations,” states page 33. Page 56 also states that it is the responsibility of the
PSYOP officer to “control detainee and DC populations during emergencies.”
“Resettlement conducted as a part of civil support operations will always be conducted in
support of another lead agency (Federal Emergency Management Agency, Department of
Homeland Security)” states page 37.

All these passages make it clear that the policies outlined on page 56 are also applicable within
U.S. territory as part of “civil support operations” conducted in partnership with domestic federal
agencies like the DHS and ICE.
The document also contains numerous references to U.S. citizens (notably pages 13, 41). Page
13 notes how “U.S. citizens will be confined separately from detainees,” meaning they will be
separated from foreign prisoners in the camps
On page 146 of the manual, we learn how prisoners in the camps are to be identified.

“The prisoner’s last name, first name, and middle initial are placed on the first line of a name
board, and the prisoner’s social security number is placed on the second line.”
Last time I checked, the United States Social Security Administration was not responsible for
handing out social security numbers to people in Afghanistan or Iraq.
These examples are just a handful of a plethora contained in the 326 page ‘Internment and
Resettlement’ document which proves that the policies in the manual apply not only to foreign
prisoners abroad, but also to American citizens within the United States.
On top of this, we have the 2009 story about how the National Guard posted a number of job
listings looking for “Internment/Resettlement Specialists” to work in “civilian internee camps”
within the United States.
The time for denial is over. People spent weeks arguing over the ‘indefinite detention’ provisions
of the National Defense Authorization Act, ignoring assertions by top scholars and legal experts
that the kidnapping provisions did apply to U.S. citizens.
It appears as though cognitive dissonance is causing some people to desperately search for any
way of denying the shocking truth contained in these Army documents. This is particularly
prevalent amongst Democrats and liberals, whose support for the cult of Barack Obama has
blinded them to the fact that his administration is passing legislation which in many cases is far
more draconian than anything Bush signed into law.
Take this comment for example from the Democratic Underground forum. Linking to our article
from yesterday, a user writes, “A friend of mine just posted (as he usually does) a ridiculous
article from InfoWars and it’s ******* me off to no end. I’m trying to find stuff to continuously
disprove this drivel, and I’m probably wasting my time. Anyone able to help on this particular
“story”?”
The individual does not even have the inclination to look at the source document to find out if
the story is true, they would rather just throw out ad hominem insults like “ridiculous” and
“drivel”. Rather than being angry at the frightening language contained in the U.S. Army manual,
the individual is angry at Infowars for reporting on it.
Yes, the U.S. Army has really written a manual which details re-education camps. Yes,
the manual does apply to U.S. citizens domestically. Denying these manifestly provable
facts will not make the threat go away. This is not an imaginary monster under the bed.
Fukushima Emitting Massive Radiation Plumes; Reactor 4 In Bad State World In Huge
Trouble US Nuclear Analyst
At a recent US congressional delegation trip to Japan, Oregon Senator Ron Wyden observed
with his own eyes the horrific consequences of the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster.
The Fukushima disaster has received scant reporting from the global mainstream media in
recent months. The gravity of the damage was apparently so severe that he has now written a
letter to Ichiro Fujisaki, Ambassador of Japan. Senator Wyden petitioned for more to be done,
and offered any additional support and assistance that might help contain and remedy the

situation as soon as possible. It is not known what the Japanese government reaction to the
letter was.
Christina Consolo, an award-winning biomedical photographer and host of Nuked Radio, claims
that Reactor 4 has remained in such poor shape that even a very minor earthquake could easily
level the building, dispersing the fuel from more than 1,500 unused fuel rods into the
environment. And with Reactor 4 still filled with the highest levels of radioactive MOX and other
fuels, the consequences of this potential collapse could be far worse than anything that has
happened thus far as a result of the earthquake and tsunami.
“Sitting at the top of Reactor 4, in a pool that is cracked, leaking, and precarious even without an
earthquake, are 1,565 fuel rods (give or take a few), some of them ‘fresh fuel’ that was ready to
go into the reactor on the morning of March 11 when the earthquake and tsunami hit,” writes
Consolo. “If they are MOX fuel, containing six percent plutonium, one fuel rod has the potential
to kill 2.89 billion people.” more
UN Ambassador Murata wrote to the UN Secretary General to say "No Exaggeration: The Fate
of Japan, and the World Depends on Fukushima Reactor 4" If that damaged reactor melts
down and the fuel rods aren't contained, it could extinguish all life on the planet. We should all
take proactive steps to protect ourselves from radiation, and that includes stockpiling sulfur ,
spirulina, and potassium iodide.
For Natural Radiation Remedies see: End Time Current Events: 6-26-11–Part 3
Human Genes Engineered Into GMO Rice Being Grown In Kansas
Unless the rice you buy is certified organic, or comes specifically from a farm
that tests its rice crops for genetically modified (GM) traits, you could be eating
rice tainted with actual human genes. The only
known GMO with inbred human traits in
cultivation today, a GM rice product made by
biotechnology company Ventria Bioscienceis
currently being grown on 3,200 acres in Junction
City, Kansas — and possibly elsewhere — and most people have
no idea about it. And while this GM rice with added human
traits has never been approved for human consumption, it is
now being cultivated in open fields where the potential for
unrestrained contamination and spread of its unwanted,
dangerous GM traits is virtually a given.
Since about 2006,Ventria has been quietly cultivating rice that
has been genetically modified (GM) with genes from the human
liver for the purpose of taking the artificial proteins produced by this “Frankenrice” and using
them in pharmaceuticals. With approval from the U.S.Department of Agriculture(USDA),Ventria
has taken one of the most widely cultivated grain crops in the world today, and essentially
turned it into a catalyst for producing new drugs.
Can-a-baby - Family Fetus Food - Alexander Backman Anthony J Hilder
Play to 10:20: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gKtDeKbaMcQ&feature=youtu.be
New Chip To Be Embedded In Mobile Phones Found To DESTROY Human DNA
According to Dr. Boian Alexandrov at the Center for Nonlinear Studies at Los Alamos National
Laboratory in New Mexico, terahertz (THz) waves destroy human DNA. The waves literally
unzip the helix strand. Now a team of technologists at UT Dallas are planning to take chips
broadcasting THz waves and embed them into mobile phones for use as an imaging system for

consumers, law enforcement and medical personnel… a potentially deadly technology that
could eventually kill or sicken millions of people.

Studies of terahertz radiation have caused experts to raise alarms over the significant health
risks to humans.
The controversial THz scanner technology used by the TSA at many of the nation’s airports is
being adapted for cell phone use. Studies of terahertz radiation have caused experts to raise
alarms over the significant health risks to humans.
Recently major media touted a new chip that permits the adaption of a THz generating device to
be embedded into cellular phones.
THz scanner technology will have significant risks to humans
The excited press painted grand pictures of such technology being used by consumers to see
through walls and objects, while health professionals like physcians might incorporate the
technology to seek out small tumors inside patients without the need for invasive surgery.
The THz wave—located between microwaves and infrared on the electromagnetic spectrum—
was chosen for security devices because it penetrates matter such as clothing, wood, paper and
other porous material that’s non-conducting. At the time experts believed this type of radiation
was harmless.
They were wrong.
In a breakthrough study conducted by Dr. Boian Alexandrov at the Center for Nonlinear Studies
at Los Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico and a team of physicists, they discovered
terrifying evidence that exposure to THz radiation builds cumulatively and affects human and
animal tissue DNA. In essence, it tends to unzip the DNA molecule. [See:Inside TSA scanners:
How terahertz waves tear apart human DNA]

The Los Alamos scientists paper, DNA Breathing Dynamics in the Presence of a Terahertz Field
reveals very disturbing—even shocking—evidence that THz radiation significantly damages the
DNA of the people being directed through airport scanners and all TSA workers in close
proximity to the machines.
The Los Alamos scientists paper, DNA Breathing Dynamics in the Presence of a Terahertz
Field reveals very disturbing—even shocking—evidence that THz radiation significantly
damages the DNA of the people being directed through airport scanners and all TSA workers in
close proximity to the machines.

Their synopsis: “We consider the influence of a terahertz field on the breathing dynamics of
double-stranded DNA. We model the spontaneous formation of spatially localized openings of a
damped and driven DNA chain, and find that linear instabilities lead to dynamic dimerization,
while true local strand separations require a threshold amplitude mechanism. Based on our
results we argue that a specific terahertz radiation exposure may significantly affect the natural
dynamics of DNA, and thereby influence intricate molecular processes involved in gene
expression and DNA replication.“
What all that means is the resonant effects of the THz waves bombarding humans unzips the
double-stranded DNA molecule. This ripping apart of the twisted chain of DNA creates bubbles
between the genes that can interfere with the processes of life itself: normal DNA replication and
critical gene expression.
http://www.nowtheendbegins.com/blog/?p=9880
American TSA Domestic Checkpoints Coming Very Soon
Play from 9:02 – 12.06:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6gOSML1mUao&feature=autoplay&list=UUvsye7V9pscAPX6wV1twLg&playnext=7
From: Scott Johnson <drjohnson@ix.netcom.com>
To: Scott Johnson <drjohnson@ix.netcom.com>
Sent: Friday, April 27, 2012 1:28 AM
Subject: FW: FYI
(I am sending this to some of my Christian Friends so they can be in prayer about this)
Trying to get ready for this trip. Having all kind of major demonic things happening here to
prevent us from going on this trip. We are going to make a side trip to this ultra-haunted place
that I just learned about a few days ago called Gretchen's Lock. Taylor and myself are totally
convinced the devil does not want us going there and also to Ohio in general. Craziest thing this
paranormal talk show contacted me the other day wanting to interview me and before I politely
declined I checked out there website http://www.themidnighthighway.com/ and found out about
this place and it is very near where we are going so we are going to make a side trip (See
below). God bless you!
Scott
-------------------------------------From: Scott Johnson <drjohnson@ix.netcom.com>
To: Greg
Sent: Friday, May 4, 2012 1:07 AM
Subject: RE: FYI
Thank you! I believe we broke all curses associated with it. Taylor (who has a high level of
discernment) and myself felt total peace even pulling into the park (which is huge) and felt that
all the prayers that went up prior to us going there insured victory. By the time we got there we
were just there to pray and claim victory, Praise the Lord! Thank you for your prayers! God
bless!
------------------------------------From: greg
Sent: Friday, May 04, 2012 8:54 AM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Re: FYI
AWESOME!!!!! HIS power is sooooo great we are blessed He loves us so. if you think the
curses are broke, do you think the girl who died of malaria went to heaven?? i always wondered

about the spirits of ghost kids, where they go? why they not in heaven al ready? and were they
waiting for the 2nd coming of Christ to leave the world? what do you think of this??
-----------------------------------My Response:
Greg:
These are not the real spirits of those people. They are 'familiar spirits' (devils/demons) that
occupied the bodies of those people when they were living. They are "familiar" with the actions,
personalities and appearance of the person that passed away. They appear (like an imposter)
as the people they dwelt in to get people to think when we die we can determine when we go to
the afterlife, which (if true) would totally negate what the Bible says about heaven or hell. It is a
total lie.
2Cr 5:6 Therefore [we are] always confident, knowing that, whilst we are at home in the
body, we are absent from the Lord:
2Cr 5:7 (For we walk by faith, not by sight:)
2Cr 5:8 We are confident, [I say], and willing rather to be absent from the body, and to
be present with the Lord.
Luk 16:22 And it came to pass, that the beggar died, and was carried by the angels into
Abraham's bosom: the rich man also died, and was buried;
Luk 16:23 And in hell he lift up his eyes, being in torments, and seeth Abraham afar off,
and Lazarus in his bosom.
Hbr 9:27 And as it is appointed unto men once to die, but after this the judgment:
Isa 14:9 Hell from beneath is moved for thee to meet [thee] at thy coming: it stirreth up
the dead for thee, [even] all the chief ones of the earth; it hath raised up from their
thrones all the kings of the nations.
Rev 20:10 And the devil that deceived them was cast into the lake of fire and brimstone,
where the beast and the false prophet [are], and shall be tormented day and night for
ever and ever.
Rev 20:11 And I saw a great white throne, and him that sat on it, from whose face the
earth and the heaven fled away; and there was found no place for them.
Rev 20:12 And I saw the dead, small and great, stand before God; and the books were
opened: and another book was opened, which is [the book] of life: and the dead were
judged out of those things which were written in the books, according to their works.
Rev 20:13 And the sea gave up the dead which were in it; and death and hell delivered up
the dead which were in them: and they were judged every man according to their works.
Rev 20:14 And death and hell were cast into the lake of fire. This is the second death.
Rev 20:15 And whosoever was not found written in the book of life was cast into the lake
of fire.
"When Catholics Die: The Terror Of The Dying Experience - Eternal Life or Eternal
Damnation?"
"When Death Comes: A Biblical Study of Death And The Eternal Afterlife"
The only thing I did is send all these evil spirits to the abyss where they belong. I got into this (in
part) here: The Deceptive Allure of Witchcraft , New Age and Near Death Experiences
God bless you!
Scott
20 Goals of the Illuminati and The Committee of 300
http://educate-yourself.org/cn/johncolemangoalsofIlluminati.shtml
From: Conspirators' Hierachy: The Story of The Committee of 300
1. To establish a One World Government/New World Order with a unified church and
monetary system under their direction. The One World Government began to set up its church
in the 1920’s and 30’s, for they realized the need for a religious belief inherent in mankind must

have an outlet and, therefore, set up a "church" body to channel that belief in the direction they
desired.
2. To bring about the utter destruction of all national identity and national pride; which was a
primary consideration if the concept of a One World Government was to work.
3. To engineer and bring about the destruction of religion, and more especially, the Christian
Religion, with the one exception, their own religious creation, as mentioned above.
4. To establish the ability to control of each and every person through means of mind control
and what Zbignew Brzezinski called techonotronics, which would create human-like robots
and a system of terror which would make Felix Dzerzinhski's Red Terror look like children at
play.
5. To bring about the end to all industrialization and the production of nuclear generated
electric power in what they call "the post-industrial zero-growth society". Excepted are the
computer- and service industries. US industries that remain will be exported to countries such
as Mexico where abundant slave labor is available. As we saw in 1993, this has become a fact
through the passage of the North American Free Trade Agreement, known as NAFTA.
Unemployables in the US, in the wake of industrial destruction, will either become opium-heroin
and/or cocaine addicts, or become statistics in the elimination of the "excess population"
process we know of today as Global 2000.
6. To encourage, and eventually legalize the use of drugs and make pornography an "art-form",
which will be widely accepted and, eventually, become quite commonplace.
7. To bring about depopulation of large cities according to the trial run carried out by the Pol Pot
regime in Cambodia. It is interesting to note that Pol Pot's genocidal plans were drawn up in the
US by one of the Club of Rome's research foundations, and overseen by Thomas Enders, a
high-ranking State Department official. It is also interesting that the committee is currently
seeking to reinstate the Pol Pot butchers in Cambodia.
8. To suppress all scientific development & alternative energy sources except for those deemed
beneficial by the Illuminati.
9. To cause by means of limited wars in the advanced countries & through means of
starvation and diseases in the Third World countries, the death of three billion people they
call "useless eaters". The Committee of 300 (Illuminati) commissioned Cyrus Vance to write a
paper on this subject of how to bring about such genocide. The paper was produced under the
title "Global 2000 Report" and was accepted and approved for action by former President
James Earl Carter, and Edwin Muskie, then Secretary of States, for and on behalf of the US
Government. Under the terms of the Global 2000 Report, the population of the US is to be
reduced by 100 million by the year of 2050.
10. To weaken the moral fiber of the nation and to demoralize workers in the labor class
by creating mass unemployment. As jobs dwindle due to the post industrial zero growth
policies introduced by the Club of Rome, the report envisages demoralized and
discouraged workers resorting to alcohol and drugs. The youth of the land will be
encouraged by means of rock music and drugs to rebel against the status quo, thus
undermining and eventually destroying the family unit. In this regard, the Committee
commissioned Tavistock Institute to prepare a blueprint as to how this could be achieved.
Tavistock directed Stanford Research to undertake the work under the direction of Professor
Willis Harmon. This work later became known as the "Aquarian Conspiracy".
11. To keep people everywhere from deciding their own destinies by means of one created
crisis after another and then "managing" such crises. This will confuse and demoralize the
population to the extent where faced with too many choices, apathy on a massive scale will
result. In the case of the US, an agency for Crisis Management is already in place. It is called
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), whose existence I first enclosed in 1980.
12. To introduce new cults and continue to boost those already functioning which include rock
music gangsters such as the Rolling Stones (a gangster group much favored by European
Black Nobility), and all of the Tavistock-created rock groups which began with the Beatles.

13. To press for the spread of religious cults such as the Moslem Brotherhood, Moslem
Fundamentalism, the Sikhs, and to carry out mind control experiments of the Jim Jones and
"Son of Sam" type. It is worth noting that the late Khomeini was a creation of British Military
Intelligence Div. 6, MI6.
14. To export "religious liberation" ideas around the world so as to undermine all existing
religions, but more especially the Christian religion. This began with the "Jesuit Liberation
Theology", that brought an end to the Somoza Family rule in Nicaragua, and which today is
destroying El Salvador, now 25 years into a "civil war". Costa Rica and Honduras are also
embroiled in revolutionary activities, instigated by the Jesuits.
15. To cause a total collapse of the world's economies and engender total political chaos.
16. To take control of all foreign and domestic policies of the US.
17. To give the fullest support to supranational institutions such as the United Nations, the
International Monetary Fund (IMF), the Bank of International Settlements, the World Court and,
as far as possible, make local institutions less effective, by gradually phasing them out or
bringing them under the mantle of the UN.
18. To penetrate and subvert all governments, and work from within them to destroy the
sovereign integrity of the nations represented by them.
19. To organize a world-wide terrorist apparatus and to negotiate with terrorists whenever
terrorist activities take place.
20. To take control of education in America with the intent and purpose of utterly and completely
destroying it.
Project Bluebeam to be Used to Create Fake Appearances of Religious Figures
Worldwide?
By Clyde Lewis theintelhub.com April 19, 2012 Visit GroundZeroMedia
Opinion
The Blue beam technology will allegedly display in the sky laser projections of multiple
holographic images to be visible by every part of the planet.
Each area will receive different images according to the predominating regional religious faith.
Not a single area will be excluded.
This will allegedly be done with computer animation and sound effects appearing to come from
the depths of space.
Computers will coordinate the satellites and software will run the audio and visual show-and-tell.
It is said that astonished followers of the various creeds will witness their own returned Messiah
in spectacularly convincing lifelike realness.
The various images of Christ, Mohammad, Buddha, Krishna, etc., will merge into one image
after correct explanation of the mysteries, prophecies and revelations throughout time
have been disclosed.
This “One God” will explain that the various scriptures have been misunderstood and
that the religious of old are responsible for turning brother against brother, nation
against nation, and that the religions of the world must be abolished to make way for the
New World Religion representing the one God they see before them.
Some claim that the Blue beam technology can fake or hoax a rapture scenario where people
will be seen being beamed into heaven.
Comment: Please understand the New Agers are anticipating a rapture of their kind just
as much as Pre-Trib Christians are expecting their own rapture. Here is a quote I just
saw today from a very prominent New Ager on the internet that runs a breaking news
website: “When she (Mother Earth) can not "take it" anymore, evacuation of "Sananda's flock"
shall occur. Yes, both Anne and I believe that all these changes are very close to happening.
We are now in the fourth month, but we believe 2012 is the year for great change on Shan. May
the people prepare and be ready!” He goes onto clarify his statement by saying: “As I have
explained many times, to graduate from third dimension and move to 5D (Heaven) requires that

one live the Laws of God and of Creation, as best that they can. These ones, who are doing
that, Sananda calls his flock. This has nothing to do with any religion or creed. Being a
Christian or an American or of any nation or religion does not qualify anyone to be a member of
"Sananda's flock".” Patrick H. Bellringer
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Others say that the Blue beam project is capable of creating a simulated alien attack. Like a
visual war of the Worlds where we will be convinced of a fake UFO landing and contact.
Sounds crazy right?
Last month Ground Zero Radio reported on the Anniversary of probably one of the most
witnessed UFO sightings in History. On March 13th, 1997 a mile long triangular shaped UFO
was seen over Phoenix.
The massive airship had an array of lights in the back and a huge light in the front. While many
witnesses phoned into the show from the Phoenix area confirming that what was seen was a
giant flying platform, there were others who believed that what was seen was a holographic
image of a large space ship.
This would mean that on that night, thousands of people were all part of a massive psy-op.
There is circumstantial evidence that suggests that what was seen was part of an experiment
called Project Blue Beam.
This blue beam project allegedly has been created by NASA and the United States Psy-ops
division in order to trigger an emotional reaction through the use of computer generated
apparitions, modulated microwave images and sounds and voices directed into your brain.
The Image of a large UFO was seen by the entire city of Phoenix Arizona and garnered all types
of press. While the reaction from the public was typical for a UFO sighting, there were other
reactions that were reported and then forgotten.
The Heaven’s gate Cult Committed mass suicide just days after the Arizona Sighting. Marshall
Applewhite received a “sign” that it was time for he and 38 of his followers to shed their human
containers and unite with a spaceship hiding behind the comet Hale Bopp.
Was that sign he received the appearance of a “mother ship” over Phoenix?
It seemed to be coincidence that both the UFO event and the suicides took place on the
powerful 33rd degree north latitude, an area that is supposed to be a powerful place to shed
blood or conduct magical works.
The “Heaven’s Gate” cult committed suicide from almost exactly the 33.30′N latitude in “Rancho
Santa Fe,” North of San Diego. The large triangular UFO was seen over Phoenix Arizona at
about 33.24 – 32.34 North latitude.
Is this another coincidence? Perhaps not as we realize that there may have been an attempt at
creating a “blue beam” test over Arizona, created by computer programmers who died in the
Heaven’s gate Suicides.
Three members of the Heaven’s Gate “suicide away team” worked for Advanced Development
Group (ADG), Inc., a company that developed computer-based instructions for the US Army.
ADG later became ManTech Advanced Development Group; these organizations have
connections to the First Earth Battalion which is a Psy-op group that was formed by the U.S.
Military to allegedly handle Military extra terrestrial affairs such as abductions, contact
through telepathy Remote Viewing and ESP; and possible simulated extra terrestrial
“drills” using holographic technology.
First Earth Battalion eventually became the Jedi Project.
Holographic technology has advanced exponentially.

The report of the “holla-graphic” appearance of Tupac Shakur at Coachella, or reports of a
holographic appearance of Prince Charles at a World environmental summit in Abu Dhabi show
that the technology has advanced and projection systems could very well create mile long
Triangular spacecraft over Phoenix.
If the Phoenix sighting was part of the Blue beam project, a project that we are told will simulate
a fake alien attack or the return of a messianic being, then wouldn’t it be logical to think that over
a decade later we could see advances that could be so convincing that it would be
unbelievable?
A projection system alone can create a fake alien invasion effectively. However , if you want to
fake the second coming of Christ, or the arrival of a God that’s another story. The impressive
images of a deity have to be accompanied by an equally impressive soundtrack.
It can’t be broadcast on huge speakers. That would be impossible. The soundtrack would
have to be transmitted directly into your brain in order for it to impress you.
Perhaps there could be a viral video campaign created by people who record strange sounds on
the earth, sounds that can be perceived as trumpets or angelic hosts proclaiming the arrival of a
God. (Comment: could this be what is happening around the world currently?)
The Military has now developed Long Range Acoustics or LRAD systems that they can use to
emit sound that completely misses the ears and goes directly into your head.
The LRAD beam was originally used to emit a loud sound to apprehend disable someone. Now
it is being used to send spoken messages up to 300 meters.
Oddly enough the LRAD system has been nicknamed the voice of God.
Now we can have projection and sound that you hear in your head and images that can be
interpreted as God or Jesus appearing in the sky.
What if you look up one day and hear “I am the Alpha and Omega, every knee shall bow and
every tongue shall confess that I am the one true God.”
Regarding the Endtimes Jesus Warned: Matthew 24:23-24: "Then if any man shall say
unto you, Lo, here is Christ, or there; believe it not. For there shall arise false Christs,
and false prophets, and shall shew great signs and wonders; insomuch that, if it were
possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
Luke 21:8: "And he (Jesus) said, Take heed that ye be not deceived: for many shall come
in my name, saying, I am Christ; and the time draweth near: go ye not therefore after
them."
I Chronicles 12:32: "And of the children of Issachar, which were men that had
understanding of the times, to know what Israel ought to do; the heads of them were two
hundred; and all their brethren were at their commandment."
Acts 20:31: "Therefore watch, and remember, that by the space of three years I ceased
not to warn every one night and day with tears."
I Thessalonians 5:6: "Therefore let us not sleep, as do others; but let us watch and be
sober."
All of this technology is real and can be used against you.
Still don’t believe that the technology is real?
Perhaps you can investigate the Washington Post story where an Al-Qaida operative Abu
Zabaida was taken into custody and was water boarded for information. No matter how much
they tortured him he would not divulge information about terror activities.
The next day he had a change of heart. Zubaida walked in and told his interrogator that Allah
came to him in a dream and spoke to him directly, telling him to cooperate with officials. Was it
really Allah? Or could it have been an LRAD induced electronic hallucination?
John Ronson is a powerful writer, investigative journalist and documentary film maker from the
U.K.
He has recently uncovered various experimental projects being carried out by the U.S. Military.
His book “The Men Who Stare at Goats” uncovered strange psychological operations being

carried out by the U.S. government including the use of psychic warfare to assassinate an
enemy.
In 2007 Ronson reported on real “non lethal” technologies developed by the military like
plans to use low-frequency infrasound weapons which easily penetrates most buildings
and vehicles and creates nausea, loss of bowel control, disorientation, vomiting,
potential internal organ damage and death.
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In his article “Bees on the battlefield and other U.S. Military Experiments” Ronson also reveals
that the Military is feverishly working on something called “The Prophet Hologram” which is
technology that projects the image of an ancient god over an enemy capitol whose public
communications have been seized and used against it in a massive psychological operation.
Yitzhaq Hayutman a 61 year old cybernetics specialist was featured in WIRED Magazine. His
claim to fame is utilizing holographic imagery that in his opinion will summon the Messiah to
arrive at the Dome of the Rock.
Using lasers a blimp and a few other gadgets he is able to project a large throne in the
sky to simulate the throne of God. He also believes that this device can be used for
peace. He believes his technology can “engineer” an apocalypse and unite the people for
good.
According to the Defense Technical information center The United States military has a patent
Numbered ADA33849 listed as a 3D holographic display that is used with Strontium Barium
Niobate. A compound that is aerosolized obviously through chemtrail planes
It is created by Army Research laboratories as a new and innovative technique for generating a
three dimensional holographic displays that can be viewed in real time over a wide perspective
or field of view. The holographic image is free from system-induced aberrations and has a
uniform, high quality over the entire FOV.
The enhanced image quality results from using a phase conjugate a red or blue beam
generated from a second photorefractive crystal acting as a double pumped phase conjugate
mirror (DPPCM). Multiple three dimensional images have been stored in the crystal via
wavelength multiplexing.
How does one get enough Strontium Barium Niobate in the air in order to project such a
convincing Holographic image? You lay down trails of the chemical that spread for miles. The
image is then projected on the mist, it is called “FOGSCREEN” technology.
A 1996 study commissioned by a US Air Force panel called “Air Force 2025” shows how a
future “Airborne Holographic Projector” might look like. In this illustration, a virtual aircraft is
created to deceive the enemy as to the size and location of attacking forces.
There seems to be so much evidence to suggest that “Blue beam” Psy-ops technology exists
and it can be used for the purpose of creating some event where a mass reaction would take
place.
The Majority of people have created the idea of God through various paintings or images that
are supposedly what a given deity looks like.
With this in mind the value we place on images will influence how we perceive reality. It will be
easy to fool a majority of people with digital trickery.
The Blue Beam Operation will also allegedly utilize tools like H.A.A.R.P. that can produce
earthquakes using ultra low frequency technologies. The Earthquakes are to occur in many
places designated as “holy centers.” These centers are to include the Middle east,
Mesopotamia, Israel, and the Vatican in Rome.
The earthquakes will allegedly uncover new discoveries that will explain to all people the error of
all fundamental religious doctrines. The fear of every religion is to have it undermined with new
information to make all nations believe that their religious doctrines have been misunderstood
for centuries and misinterpreted.

In the Movie Angels and Demons Tom Hanks played a Harvard Symbologist named Robert
Langdon. The plot was centered on the Illuminati and a powerful weapon they had that could
destroy the Vatican. The new technology coincidentally was created at CERN.
The remarkable synchronicity of all this is the possibility that CERN can open up a wormhole or
dimension where it could appear that a gateway has appeared in the sky.
This was a reality for Norwegians who awoke to the strange sighting of what appeared to be a lit
spiral in the sky that eventually opened something that appeared to be a worm hole.
In a potential add on' to that story, a massive UFO appears over every major city as the
aliens benevolently take over the world with their superhuman technology.
http://theintelhub.com/2012/04/19/project-bluebeam-to-be-used-to-create-fakeappearances-of-religious-figures-worldwide/
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